Delta Omega will be celebrating its 100-year anniversary in 2024!

We have some exciting plans which we will be announcing soon, including a series of monthly webinars throughout 2024, hosted by you, our Delta Omega chapters, on historical events or seminal achievements in public health. Each month will focus sequentially on a decade between the 1920’s and 2010’s.

The Alpha chapter at Johns Hopkins has been invited to present on the Influenza Pandemic of the 1920’s and post-pandemic learnings. We hope your chapter will consider submitting a proposal related to a decade since Delta Omega’s establishment and its notable public health events or issues during that time. To submit, send a one-page description that includes:

- Names and titles of key proposed participant(S)
- Description of the topic of presentation
- Outline of a 45-minute presentation 15 min Q&A will follow
- Sample discussion questions to prompt the discussion chat forum after the presentation

The national office will be selecting the chapters based on the quality of their proposals, taking into account the variety of events and decades represented in the proposals. Chapter-specific work and experiences related to the proposal will be considered favorable. Submissions which will include the participation of students are highly encouraged. Selected presentations will be scheduled this fall for a date in 2024. The national office plans to archive the presentations on our website.

Proposals should be sent to info@deltaomega.org by September 15, 2023. Selections will be made by November 13, 2023. A public announcement about the 2024 schedule will follow.

Proposals will be scored based on the following:

- Topic description in alignment with public health issues of that decade
- Detailed outline of proposed presentation
- Discussion questions

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Who should be involved in the development of the webinars and the presentation?
It is up to your chapter to decide. Any individuals associated with your chapter (faculty, staff, alumni or students) may be involved.

How long should the webinar be?
Maximum of 45 minutes. 15 minutes Q & A will follow after.

When would the webinar presentation need to ready?
Approximately a month before the presentation date. Please note for example that the respective presentations on an event/topic from the 1930’s will be scheduled in February; a presentation on the 1990’s would be scheduled for August.